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ABSTRACT
We investigate the observational signatures of a straightforward evolutionary scenario for protoplane-

tary disks, in which the disk mass of small km) particles decreases homologously with time, but([50
the disk structure and stellar parameters do not change. Our goal is to identify optimal infrared spectral
indicators of the existence of disks, their structure, and mass evolution that may be tested with the
upcoming SIRT F mission. We present simulated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) and colors over a
wide range of masses, 10~8 Our Monte Carlo radiative equilibrium techniquesM

_
¹Mdisk¹ 10~1 M

_
.

enable us to explore the wide range of optical depths of these disks and incorporate multiple, anisotropic
dust scattering. The SED is most sensitive to disk mass in the far-IR and longer wavelengths, as is
already known from millimeter and radio observations. As the disk mass decreases, the excess emission
of the disk over the stellar photosphere diminishes more rapidly at the longest than at short wave-
lengths. At near-infrared wavelengths, the disk remains optically thick to stellar radiation over a wide
range of disk masses, resulting in a slower decline in the SED in this spectral regime. Therefore, near-IR
excesses (K[L ) provide a robust means of detecting disks in star clusters down to Mdisk D 10~7 M

_
,

while the far-IR excess probes the disk mass, the caveat being that large inner-disk holes can decrease
the near-IR disk emission.

Various other disk parameters (outer radius, Ñaring, and dust size distribution) alter the SED quanti-
tatively, but do not change our general conclusions on the evolution of SEDs and colors with the mass
of small particles in the disk. Reducing the disk mass results in a clear progression in color-color dia-
grams, with low-mass disks displaying the bluest colors. We interpret color-color diagrams for Taurus-
Auriga sources in the context of decreasing disk mass. Di†erent viewing angles yield degeneracies in the
color-mass relationship, but highly inclined disks are very faint and red and are readily identiÐed in
color-magnitude diagrams.
Subject headings : accretion, accretion disks È dust, extinction È radiative transfer È scattering È

stars : preÈmain-sequence

1. INTRODUCTION

Protoplanetary disks are primarily detected through
their signature infrared excess emission relative to a stellar
photosphere (see, e.g., Mendoza V. 1968 ; Rydgren, Strom,
& Strom 1976 ; Cohen & Kuhi 1979 ; Rucinski 1985). The IR
excesses arise from the reprocessing of stellar radiation and
the liberation of accretion luminosity within the disk (see,
e.g., Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974 ; Adams & Shu 1986 ;
Adams, Lada, & Shu 1987 ; Kenyon & Hartmann 1987 ;
Adams, Emerson, & Fuller 1990 ; Lada & Adams 1992 ;
Hillenbrand et al. 1992). At other wavelengths, disk masses
and velocity structures have been measured with radio and
millimeter (mm) interferometers (Beckwith et al. 1990 ;
Beckwith & Sargent 1993 ; Koerner, Sargent, & Beckwith
1993 ; Koerner & Sargent 1995 ; Dutrey et al. 1996 ; Wilner
& Lay 2000), and, more recently, high-resolution HST
observations and ground-based adaptive optics and speckle
imaging techniques have imaged disks via scattered light
(OÏDell, Wen, & Hu 1993 ; Burrows et al. 1996 ; Stapelfeldt
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et al. 1998 ; Padgett et al. 1999 ; Krist et al. 2000 ; Cotera et
al. 2001 ; Grady et al. 2000 ; Roddier et al. 1996 ; Koresko
1998).

The disks that are detected range in mass, structure, and
formation mechanisms. Massive, optically thick, Ñaring cir-
cumstellar disks, are a natural productMdiskZ 10~3 M

_
,

of the star formation process (see, e.g., Shu, Adams, &
Lizano 1987) and are detected around preÈmain-sequence
classical T Tauri stars. Low-mass ““ debris disks ÏÏ (Mdisk [
10~5 are detected around older main-sequence starsM

_
)

(Backman & Paresce 1993). The dust that gives rise to the
IR excesses and scattered-light images of debris disks is
believed to form from collisions of planetesimals within the
disks.

The advent of large IR detector arrays now allows for
simultaneous multiwavelength observations of large
numbers of disks in star clusters (see, e.g., Haisch, Lada, &
Lada 2000). The upcoming SIRT F mission will greatly
increase the wavelength coverage for studying clusters,
thereby enabling detailed studies of disks over a wide range
in age and mass. We therefore need to know what spectral
indicators are best suited for detecting disks and determin-
ing their mass evolution.

In this paper our working hypothesis is that through time
the disk mass decreases but the disk structure and stellar
luminosity do not change. In our models the dominant
opacity source for km is small km) grains, soj [ 100 ([50
another way of stating our model is that we assume that the
small particle mass traces the total mass of gas plus dust.
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The small-grain mass may decrease by the accretion of disk
material or coagulation and growth of large grains and
rocks, while the gas is either depleted or accreted onto the
star, keeping the gas/dust ratio constant. The recent detec-
tion of in b PictorisÏs disk and the derived gas/dust ratioH2of D100 are consistent with our assumption (Thi et al.
2001).

We investigate the observational signatures of this simple
model for disk evolution and present radiative equilibrium
models for a range of disk masses and viewing angles.
Model spectra are compared with semianalytic approx-
imations for optically thick Ñat and Ñared disks, and predic-
tions are made as to what spectral regions are most
sensitive to the evolution of disk mass and at what wave-
lengths disk detections are robust. We perform simulations
for a Ðducial disk structure and dust size distribution that
Ðts the spectral energy distribution (SED) of the edge-on
disk system HH 30 IRS. (Wood et al. 2002). Section 2
describes the ingredients of our models, and ° 3 presents our
SED simulations and shows how SIRT F colors are sensi-
tive to disk mass. Section 4 presents models that explore
variations in parameters other than disk mass and discusses
alternative disk evolution models. Section 5 compares our
models with color-color diagrams of Taurus-Auriga
sources, and we summarize our Ðndings in ° 6.

2. MODELS

2.1. Radiative Equilibrium Calculation
Theoretical temperature distributions and emergent

spectra have been calculated for T Tauri disks, using a
variety of techniques. These include approximations for
opaque Ñat disks (Adams & Shu 1986 ; Adams et al. 1987 ;
Lada & Adams 1992) and extensions of this approach to
Ñared disks (Kenyon & Hartmann 1987 ; Chiang & Gold-
reich 1997, 1999) ; two-dimensional radiation transfer tech-
niques (Efstathiou & Rowan-Robinson 1991) ; di†usion
approximations (see, e.g., Sonnhalter, Preibisch, & Yorke
1995 ; Boss & Yorke 1996) ; disks that are modeled as
““ spherical sectors ÏÏ (MenÏshchikov & Henning 1997) ; verti-
cal structure calculations performed by dividing the disk
into plane parallel annuli (Calvet et al. 1992 ; Bell et al.
1997 ; Bell 1999 ; DÏAlessio et al. 1998, 1999) ; and Monte
Carlo techniques (Wolf, Henning, & Stecklum 1999).
Common approximations in many of the ““ traditional ÏÏ
codes are to conduct the radiation transfer in only one
direction in the disk and assume that the dust grains scatter
radiation isotropically. Also, many techniques are limited to
the study of optically thick and hence massive disks.

Monte Carlo techniques are straightforward to adapt to
any geometry or mass and can accurately include polariza-
tion and multiple, anisotropic scattering. We use the Monte
Carlo radiative equilibrium technique of Bjorkman &
Wood (2001), which conserves energy exactly. For very
optically thick disks, we use our Monte Carlo technique for
the upper layers of the disk (i.e., the disk ““ atmosphere ÏÏ) and
a di†usion approximation for the densest midplane regions.
For the most massive disks we simulate, typically less than
1% of the Ñux requires a di†usion treatment. More details
of our adaptation of the Bjorkman & Wood (2001) tech-
nique for simulating T Tauri disks will be presented in
Bjorkman, Wood, & Whitney (2002, in preparation). An
advantage of using Monte Carlo techniques for studying a
range of disk masses is that we are not restricted to one-

dimensional radiation transfer and can therefore simulate
SEDs of low-mass, optically thin disks in which radial
transport of photons is important. The output of our code is
the disk temperature structure (due to heating by stellar
photons and accretion luminosity) and the emergent SED
and polarization spectrum at a range of viewing angles. A
calculation of the hydrostatic disk structure (see, e.g.,
Chiang & Goldreich 1997 ; DÏAlessio et al. 1999) can be
included in the Monte Carlo technique, but this would
require an iterative scheme. At present we have not imple-
mented such a scheme and instead perform the radiative
equilibrium calculation for a Ðxed-disk geometry.

2.2. Disk Structure
The determination of disk structure from Ðtting SEDs

and scattered light images does not yield a single structure
and dust size distribution that applies to all disks. Some
systems are Ðtted with passive Ñat disks (see, e.g., Adams et
al. 1987, 1990 ; Miyake & Nakagawa 1995), while others
require Ñared disks heated by starlight and accretion lumi-
nosity (see, e.g., Kenyon & Hartmann 1987 ; Burrows et al.
1996 ; Stapelfeldt et al. 1998). The scattered-light image of
the edge-on disk of HH 30 IRS (Burrows et al. 1996) has for
the Ðrst time allowed the vertical structure of a protoplane-
tary disk to be studied directly. We therefore adopt the HH
30 IRS disk as our Ðducial model for our SED models. A
Ðxed-disk density structure that Ðts the scattered-light
images (Burrows et al. 1996 ; Cotera et al. 2001) and SED
(Stapelfeldt & Moneti 1999 ; Wood et al. 2002) of HH 30
IRS is

o \ o0(R*
/-)a exp[(1/2)[z/h(-)]2 , (1)

where - is the radial coordinate in the disk midplane and
the scale height increases with radius, Forh \ h0(-/R

*
)b.

the HH 30 IRS disk we adopt b \ 1.25, a \ 2.25, and h0 \
yielding h(100 AU)\ 17 AU.0.017R

*
,

In our simulations the inner edge of the disk is truncated
at the dust destruction radius, AssumingRdust. T

*
\ 4000

K, and that circumstellar dust sublimates atR
*

\ 2 R
_

,
1600 K, then This is larger than the dustRdustB 8 R

*
.

destruction radius for optically thin dust, because the repro-
cessed emission from the disk provides additional heating
over and above the direct stellar radiation, increasing the
size of the dust destruction zone (a detailed discussion of the
shape of the dust destruction region will be presented in
Bjorkman et al. 2002, in preparation). In currently popular
magnetic accretion models, the disk is truncated at a radius

which may not be equal to If there willR0, Rdust. R0\ Rdust,be a gas disk extending from to which may giveR0 Rdust,rise to additional IR emission. Our models therefore assume
that any material within is optically thin, which is aRdustgood approximation for low-mass disks. For high-mass
disks the gas may be optically thick, producing larger
near-IR excesses.

2.3. Adopted Circumstellar Dust Properties
Recent modeling of HST images (Cotera et al. 2001) and

the SED of HH 30 IRS (Wood et al. 2002) indicates that the
circumstellar dust size distribution extends to larger grain
radii than typical ISM grains. This is in agreement with
many other observations indicating grain growth within
protoplanetary disks (see, e.g., Beckwith et al. 1990 ; Beck-
with & Sargent 1991). This paper primarily investigates the
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e†ects of disk mass on the SED and adopts circumstellar
dust properties that reproduce the HH 30 IRS SED. The
dust model (chemical composition, mathematical form for
the size distribution, calculation of opacity and scattering
parameters, etc.) is described in Wood et al. (2002), and we
only summarize the main features here. SpeciÐcally, we
adopt a size distribution

n(a) da \ C
i
a~p exp ([[a/a

c
]q) da , (2)

with p \ 3.5, q \ 0.6, km, km, anda
c
\ 50 amin\ 0.01

mm. The exponential scale length, yields dustamax\ 1 a
c
,

particle sizes up to and in excess of 50 km. Figure 1 shows
the wavelength dependence of the opacity, scattering
albedo, and Henyey-Greenstein phase function asym-
metry parameter (Henyey & Greenstein 1941) for this size
distribution.

Recent Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) spectra of
Herbig Ae/Be stars (see, e.g., Meeus et al. 2001 ; Chiang et al.
2001 ; van den Ancker et al. 2000) are now allowing the
circumstellar dust chemistry to be studied. Because we
adopt the dust properties of Figure 1 for our simulations,
we have not investigated the e†ects of di†erent chemical
compositions on the resulting disk SEDs. How the circum-
stellar chemistry a†ects the SED is an interesting problem,
but it is beyond the scope of this paper, and we present
models for di†erent disk masses and the dust properties
shown in Figure 1. In addition, our models do not include
additional heating from transiently heated small grains (see
the new radiation transfer code of Misselt et al. 2001), which

FIG. 1.ÈDust parameters for a grain size distribution that Ðts the scat-
tered-light images and SED of HH 30 IRS (solid line). The dashed lines
show ISM grain parameters (Kim, Martin, & Hendry 1994). The three
panels show total opacity (top), albedo (middle), and cosine asymmetry
parameter (bottom).

is not important in the cooler classical T Tauri stars con-
sidered in this paper.

2.4. Energy Sources
The energy input to the disk is from stellar photons and

accretion luminosity liberated in the disk. As discussed in
the previous section, we Ðx the disk structure for our radi-
ation transfer simulations. Given the disk structure (eq. [1]),
a-disk theory determines the accretion rate for a given disk
mass. Our parameterization of the disk density and accre-
tion follows that presented in the review by Bjorkman
(1997), apart from the term The accretion rate^(R0/-)1@2.
and viscosity parameter, and are related to the diskM0 adisk,parameters by

M0 \ J18n3adiskV
c
o0 h03/R*

, (3)

where the critical velocity The Ñux dueV
c
\ (GM

*
/R

*
)1@2.

to viscous disk accretion, is generatedGM
*
M0 /2R

*
,

throughout the disk midplane region according to

dE
dAdt

\ 3GM
*

M0
4n-3

C
1 [

SR
*

-
D (4)

(Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ; Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974).
For low-mass disks, the heating due to accretion luminosity
is negligible, and stellar irradiation dominates the disk
heating. In general, we choose (Hartmann et al.adisk\ 0.01
1998), but for the most massive disk we simulate this results
in a very large accretion luminosity, For thisL

A
[ 0.8L

*
.

case is adjusted so that in line with recentadisk L
A

\ 0.2L
*
,

observational determinations of accretion luminosities in
classical T Tauri stars (Hartmann et al. 1998).

3. MODEL RESULTS : SEDs, COLORS

The following models use K,T
*

\ 4000 R
*

\ 2 R
_

,
AU, and a distance of 500 pc to the system.Rdisk\ 100

3.1. SED Evolution with Disk Mass
Figure 2 shows the e†ect on the SED of changing the disk

mass, but keeping the disk structure Ðxed to that of our
Ðducial model. The massive, optically thick disks produce
SEDs that resemble that of the Kenyon & Hartmann (1987)
Ñared-disk model, aside from di†erences (addition of scat-
tered light to pole-on views and silicate features) due to our
inclusion of a Ðnite albedo and nongray opacity. The most
massive disk has a very large near-IR excess due to the large
accretion luminosity present in this model. The model
SEDs display the characteristic features present in other
simulations : large infrared excess emission, Ñat-spectrum
sources at intermediate inclinations, and double-peaked
spectra (optical and far-IR peaks) for very large inclinations.
At large inclinations, the optical peak is due to scattered
starlight, because the dense disk totally obscures the star
and disk emission at short wavelengths.

Reducing the disk mass has the most dramatic e†ect at
long wavelengths, with the SED rapidly declining with
decreasing mass. At short wavelengths the disk remains
optically thick to stellar photons over a wide range of
masses, so the near-IR excess is not as sensitive to mass.
Figure 3 presents our models again, with the three panels
showing SEDs for the range of disk masses at a given incli-
nation. These results show features similar to the models of
MenÏshchikov & Henning (1997, their Fig. 12), who present-
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FIG. 2.ÈEvolution of SED with disk mass. Each panel shows model SEDs at ten viewing angles (evenly spaced in cos i), ranging from i \ 87¡ (lowest
curve) to i\ 13¡ (highest curve). Also shown are the input stellar spectrum and optically thick Ñat and Ñared reprocessing disk models. The star is assumed to
be at a distance of 500 pc. The short horizontal lines are 5 p SIRT F sensitivity limits for a 500 s exposure (see http ://sirtf.jpl.nasa.gov/SSC/B–Observing/
SSC–B2.html).

ed SEDs for a range of optical depths in a spherical
geometry with evacuated bipolar cones.

The SIRT F sensitivity limits show that, at a distance of
500 pc, very low mass disks are detect-(MdiskZ 10~6 M

_
)

able out to a wavelength of 70 km. At 25 km SIRT F will be
sensitive to photospheric Ñux levels at 500 pc, thus allowing
for the detection of even lower mass disks. Our overall con-
clusion from these simulations is that near-IR excesses
detect disks, while far-IR excesses can be used to study their
mass.

3.2. Color Evolution with Disk Mass
Figure 4 shows the variation of colors with disk mass

for i \ 60¡. At long wavelengths we use the simulated Ñux
at 70 and 160 km in forming the color and have not
adopted any particular color system. The colors are fairly
insensitive to inclination for i \ 60¡, but see ° 3.3 for
color-color and color-magnitude diagrams that include
highly inclined disks. For a passive disk with Mdisk\ 10~1

*(K[L ) B 0.7, decreasing to a fairly constantM
_

,
*(K[L ) B 0.4 for 10~7 LargerM

_
¹Mdisk ¹ 10~3 M

_
.

K[L colors arise in massive disks where accretion lumi-
nosity is included, *(K[L ) B 1 for InMdisk \ 10~1 M

_
.

our models, less massive disks do not sustain large accretion
rates (see ° 2.3), and the K[L excess is due to reprocessing
of starlight. For these disks, K[L is fairly insensitive to
mass, because the disk remains optically thick in the
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FIG. 3.ÈEvolution of SED with disk mass. Each panel shows model SEDs for a Ðxed viewing angle for the range of disk masses, (lowestMdisk \ 10~8 M
_curve) to (highest curve). Input spectrum and SIRT F sensitivities are as in Fig. 2.Mdisk \ 10~1 M

_

near-IR for masses Therefore, ground-MdiskZ 10~7 M
_

.
based near-IR observations are capable of detecting very
low mass disks. Again, we emphasize that this is the mass of
small km) particles, which dominate the near-IR([50
opacity.

At longer wavelengths the SED decreases with decreasing
disk mass, and this is reÑected in the other color indexes
remaining relatively Ñat with disk mass until the disk
becomes optically thin at the wave band under study. At the
longest MIPS wavelength, 160 km, the K[160 color shows

a clear progression from the most massive to the least
massive disk.

3.3. Color-Color and Color-Magnitude Diagrams
Figure 5 shows color-color diagrams for our model disks

assuming intrinsic stellar colors from Kenyon & Hartmann
(1995, Table A5). When we include all disk inclinations,
there are degeneracies in the color-mass parameter space,
with large viewing angles generally leading to redder colors.
This result di†ers from those of other investigations (see,

FIG. 4.ÈColors as a function of disk mass for inclinations i\ 60¡. Triangles are passive disks, squares include accretion luminosity. The bottom panels
show that long wavelengths are more sensitive to disk mass.
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FIG. 5.ÈColor-color diagrams for our models. For each model we
show twenty inclinations, evenly spaced in cos i. Numbers are the location
and mass of disks viewed pole-on : (1) 10~1 (2) 10~2 (3) 10~3M

_
, M

_
,

etc. The very red colors are the highly inclined disks. As in Fig. 4, theM
_

,
bottom panel shows that long-wavelength colors can distinguish a wide
range of disk masses.

e.g., Lada & Adams 1992 ; Kenyon, Yi, & Hartmann 1996 ;
Meyer, Calvet, & Hillenbrand 1997), which assumed that
the disk emission was proportional to cos i, giving the
bluest colors for edge-on viewing. More detailed radiation
transfer modeling shows that a simple cos i scaling does not
give the correct inclination dependence for Ñared-disk
models.

The e†ect of changing the disk mass is not very strong in
the (K[L )/(K[N) diagram for reÑec-MdiskZ 10~6 M

_
,

ting that at short wavelengths the disks remain optically
thick over a wide range of masses. The disk masses separate
out more clearly in the (K[N)/(K[70) diagram. Therefore,
color-color diagrams of large numbers of sources that
compare near- and far-infrared colors provide a means of
determining the range of disk masses within a cluster.

Figure 5 shows that inclination e†ects lead to a large
spread in the location of di†erent disk masses in the color-
color diagrams. This leads to degeneracies in the location of
di†erent disk masses. However, Figure 6 shows how color-
magnitude diagrams can help in breaking the mass-
inclination degeneracy. Placing all our disk models on

FIG. 6.ÈColor-magnitude diagrams for our models, assuming a dis-
tance of 500 pc. The edge-on disk sources are very faint and red and
occupy the lower right corners of the diagrams.

color-magnitude diagrams shows that disks viewed at large
inclinations occupy the lower right-hand corners, i.e., that
highly inclined disks are faint and red.

4. SED AND COLOR DEPENDENCE ON OTHER

DISK PROPERTIES

4.1. Flat Disks
The previous sections presented SEDs for disks that have

the Ñaring parameters that Ðt HH 30 IRS images and SED.
However, other investigations indicate a variety of disk
structures in classical T Tauri stars (see, e.g., Kenyon &
Hartmann 1987 ; Miyake & Nakagawa 1995 ; Chiang et al.
2001). To investigate the e†ects of Ñatter disks on SEDs and
colors, we repeated the simulations of Figure 2 with a
reduced scale height, yielding h(100 AU)\ 3h0\ 0.003R

*
,

AU. The smaller scale height results in the diskÏs inter-
cepting less stellar radiation (see, e.g., Kenyon & Hartmann
1987) and consequently in smaller excesses and bluer colors
than our models in ° 3. For a given disk mass, the mm Ñux
is unaltered, but the mid- to far-IR emission is sensitive to
the disk structure (Kenyon & Hartmann 1987 ; Chiang et al.
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2001). The qualitative variation of the SEDs and colors with
disk mass remains the same.

4.2. Grain Growth
In our models the dust size distribution does not change

as the disk mass decreases. However, small dust grains may
coagulate to form larger grains and rocks, thereby altering
the grain size distribution in the disk (see, e.g., Beckwith,
Henning, & Nakagawa 2000). This will lead to changes in
the wavelength dependence of the opacity. DÏAlessio,
Calvet, & Hartmann (2001) investigated grain growth by
keeping the disk mass constant, increasing the maximum
grain size (e†ectively reducing the population of small
grains), and changing the slope of the power-law size dis-
tribution. For a slope p \ 3.5, their SED models show that
the largest e†ects occur for km, while for p \ 2.5j Z 20
(which puts more mass into larger particles) the SEDs are
similar to ours, in which the total disk mass decreases.
SEDs arising from a low-mass disk or a massive disk
with large grains may be distinguished with detailed SED
modeling.

4.3. Disk Radius
Decreasing the disk radius but keeping the mass constant

results in a disk that is denser and optically thicker than our
models of ° 3. A smaller disk e†ectively removes cool
material at large radii that provides the bulk of the long-
wavelength emission, yielding smaller far-IR and mm Ñuxes
(see, e.g., Beckwith et al. 1990). The other e†ect of squeezing
the disk into a smaller volume is an increase in the height
above the midplane at which stellar photons are absorbed.
This gives a geometrically thicker dust disk that can inter-
cept more stellar photons, raising the near- and mid-IR
emission. The overall e†ects of a very small disk are to
increase the wavelength at which the disk becomes optically
thin, yielding larger K[L colors and a slower decline in the
K[180 color with decreasing mass. The larger optical
depth for small disks will lower the minimum disk mass that
may be detected from K[L colors. Large-radius disks yield
the opposite of these e†ects : less near- and mid-IR and
more far-IR and mm emission.

4.4. Inner Disk Holes and Nonhomologous Disk Evolution
In order to investigate general trends, we have presented

a simple model for disk evolution of protoplanetary disks,
in which the mass decreases homologously with time. Real
disks will be more complicated than this, with the disk
radius growing, changes in the Ñaring parameters due to
dust settling, and the possibility of accretion being termi-
natedthroughtheopeningupoflargeinner-diskholesandgaps,
resulting in ““ inside-out ÏÏ evolution. Current data do not
provide much support for the existence of large holes in
protoplanetary disks : if they do not show near-IR excesses,
mid-IRandmmexcessesareusuallyabsentalso (Stassunet al.
2001 ; Haisch, Lada, & Lada 2001a), but there are some
exceptions, notably GM Aur (Koerner et al. 1993). SIRT F
shouldbeabletodistinguishbetweenlow-massprotoplanetary
disks,whosemasshasevolvedhomologously(withoutcreating
largeinnerholes),anddisksthathaveevolvedbycreatinglarge
inner holes and thus directly test the inside-out disk-clearing
scenario.

Debris disks often exhibit large inner holes or a ringlike

structure (see, e.g., Koerner et al. 1998 ; Jayawardhana et al.
1998 ; Schneider et al. 1999). However, debris disks are not
likely to be protoplanetary disks that have evolved large
inner holes. Debris disks are sufficiently old that the dust in
them is not remnant protoplanetary material but instead is
created and continually replenished by collisions between
planetesimals formed previously in the disk. Moreover, pro-
toplanetary disks that simply evolve from the inside out by
clearing large inner holes (but otherwise maintaining their
initial structure) will still contain large reservoirs of material
in their outer regions and thus should be considerably more
massive than debris disks.

5. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVATIONS : DISK MASSES IN

TAURUS-AURIGA

Observations at mm and radio wavelengths, where the
disk is optically thin, provide the best probe of disk mass
(see, e.g., Beckwith et al. 1990). When such data are not
available, our models show that far-IR and, in certain cir-
cumstances, even mid-IR data can provide another means
of probing disk mass (if the disks are not too massive and
optically thick). For example, Kenyon & Hartmann (1995)
presented a compilation of optical through far-IR obser-
vations of Taurus-Auriga sources and noted a pronounced
gap in the K[N distribution between the bluest Class II
and the reddest Class III sources. Figure 7 shows the
(K[L )/(K[N) color-color diagram for the Taurus-Auriga
sources, along with our face-on model colors for various
disk masses. In the context of our models, the gap in the
K[N distribution corresponds to disks with Mdisk[ 10~6

and indicates that there are few circumstellar disks withM
_masses between 10~6 and 10~8 in the Taurus-AurigaM

_cloud (of course, this disk mass does not include rocks and
planets). This, in turn, could be interpreted to indicate that,
once the disk mass falls below D10~6 the timescale forM

_
,

clearing the remaining material in the inner AU)([5È10
disk is very rapid.

FIG. 7.ÈColor-color diagrams for Taurus-Auriga sources : Class III
(diamonds), Class II (crosses), and Class I (asterisks). The data are taken
from the Kenyon & Hartmann (1995) compilation. The numbers represent
models for disks viewed pole-on, as in Fig. 5. The gap in the K[N dis-
tribution between the Class II and Class III sources is Ðlled in by our
models having which may imply that the timescale toMdisk [ 10~6 M

_
,

clear is very rapid.Mdisk [ 10~6 M
_
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6. SUMMARY

We have investigated the observational signatures of an
evolutionary model in which the disk mass decreases
homologously, but the disk structure and stellar parameters
remain constant with time. Our main conclusions are
1. Near-IR observations detect disks. Disks remain optically
thick in the near-IR over a wide range of disk masses,
resulting in measurable K[L excesses for disks down to

This corresponds to a dust mass ofMdiskD 10~7 M
_

.
MdustD 10~9 M

_
.

2. Mid-IR observations probe disk structure. Observations in
the 20 km range are sensitive to the disk-km [ j [ 100
Ñaring parameters and are crucial for determining the
degree of dust settling.
3. Far-IR observations are most sensitive to disk mass. The
far-IR emission decreases rapidly with disk mass, resulting
in a strong correlation between K[160 and disk mass. Our
simulations indicate that at a distance of 500 pc, SIRT F
will be able to detect with a 500 s expo-Mdisk Z 10~6 M

_sure at 70 km and even lower masses at 25 km.
4. General trends are reproduced for a range of disk param-
eters. Despite degeneracies in Ðtting SEDs of particular
sources, we Ðnd that varying the disk parameters within
generally accepted limits introduces a spread in the color-
mass relationship, but does not a†ect the general trends.

The degeneracies inherent in Ðtting disk models to
wavelength-restricted data sets illustrate that it is necessary
to have full SED coverage to constrain the disk structure
and dust size distribution (see, e.g., MenÏshchikov &
Henning 1997 ; Chiang et al. 2001 ; DÏAlessio et al. 2001).
SIRT F, SMA, and AL MA will provide detailed SEDs for

nearby sources, enabling detailed modeling of the disk mass
and structure. For studies of stellar clusters, such data will
not be available, and mm observations, which are most
sensitive to disk mass, cannot as yet achieve the required
sensitivity and resolution to study low-mass disks and/or
distant clusters. Therefore, we must appeal to statistics and
determine average properties of sources in di†erent clusters
for studying disk evolution. SIRT F will provide broadband
colors for hundreds of sources within a given cluster, from
which we can construct median colors and the spread
around the median for each cluster (see, e.g., Haisch, Lada,
& Lada 2001b). From our models it is apparent that NIR
excesses detect disks, and therefore the absence of a K[L
excess within a cluster of a given age can determine the
maximum disk lifetime. By comparing the median colors
from di†erent clusters with a spread in age (as a whole and
as functions of position within the cluster), we can search for
trends as a function of cluster age. Therefore, the far-IR,
probed by SIRT F, may allow us to determine a timescale
for disk evolutionÈi.e., in our homologous evolutionary
model we would be able to convert the color-mass corre-
lation to one that tracks disk mass in clusters as a function
of age, analogous to the recent ISO analysis of debris disks
by Spangler et al. (2001).
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